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ABSTRACT

F. perturbations were measured for Hindi

voiceless. voiceless aspirated. voiced. and

breathy voiced stops combined with the pho-

nemically long vowels /a e i o u/ in word-

initial position and isolated word produc-

tion. The analysis revealed: (i) signifi-

cant differences between the stop manners

of articulation for about 90 ms after re-

lease. (ii) significant influence of the

tongue height of the vowel, and (ii) less

influence of the place of articulation of

the stop.

INTRODUCTION

F. perturbations after stops have been
thought of as unavoidable by-products of

the stop articulation and have been treated

as a secondary cue for the perception of

stop's manner of articulation. Ohde’s
studies [3] for example revealed a falling

F. contour after voiceless and a lower F.
onset but still falling contour after
voiced stops. It was shown by Lea [2] and

Umeda [5] that the influence of the prece-

ding stop had disappeared in non-tone
languages like English after 75 to 100 ms.
These analyses of F. perturbations focused
on voiced and voiceless aspirated stops:
thus voiceless unaspirates and breathy
voiced stops were rarely included in these
studies. moreover. little attention has
been paid to the influence of the vowel on
the F. perturbations. Hence. the aim of our
investigation is threefold: (i) to provide
data from a language with a four-way
contrast within the stop categories. (iiL
to present results from breathy voiced
stops. (iii) to test the influence of
either the place of articulation of the
stop and the tongue height and tongue

position of the vowel on the F. trajectory
after stop release.

MATERIAL. INFORHANT AND PROCEDURE

A list of words was prepared containing the
voiceless. voiceless aspirated. voiced. and
breathy voiced stops in four places of
articulation (labial. dental. retroflex.
and velar) combined with the phonemically
long vowels of Hindi in word-initial
position in

randomized order. There were some gapsin

the material as only common words were
chosen (cf. Table 3). One subject (female.

35 years) born in Simla (Himachal Pradesh)
and raised in Simla and New Delhi served as
informant. The material was tape-recorded
in Munich (for further detail cf. Schiefer
[4]). digitized on a PDP11/50 computer
(sample rate 20 KHz) and filtered with a
cut off frequency of 8 kHz. The periodic
portions of the initial CV syllable were
segmented manually into single pitch
periods cf. [4]. starting with the first
visible period. The analysis was based on
the first ten pitch periods after stop
release. This covers a period of
approximately 40-50 ms. F. was measured
additionaly for pitch period 20. which is
about 80 to 90 ms away from the burst.
Separate two-factorial analyses of variance
were. conducted for the stop and vow“
conditions for (i) all stops in generah
(ii) the voiceless. (iii) aspirated. (iv)
voiced. and (v) breathy voiced stops over
the first ten pitch periods. The results
for the 20th pitch period were calculated
separately.

RESULTS

The influence of stop—manner. Fi9~ 1
displays the results, for the stops in
general. All F-values and p-values for the
main effects of place (A). vowel (B) and
interaction (1). P1 to P10. and P20 are
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listed in Table 1 for the stop conditions.

The difference between the stops remains

significant till pitch period 20. All stops

differ in respect to the F. onset and F.

contour. The onset is highest in voiceless

stops (henceforth VL). lower in aspirated

(ASP) and voiced stops (VDh and lowest in

breathy voiced stops (BRE). VL stops have a

falling. ASP a rising-falling. VD a

falling. and BRE stops a rising pattern.

The fall is steepest in VL, less steep in

V0 stops. All stops differ significantly

from each other in respect to the onset

(P1). At pitch period P20 the stops fall

into two groups: V0 and VL with lower F.

and BRE and ASP with higher F. values.

The influence of the place of articulation

n VL stops. Figure 2 shows the results for

he VL stops. The [+apic] stops /t/ and / /

show the highest F. onset. whereas t e

E—apic] stops /p/ and /k/ have lower F.

TABLE 1: Effect of place of articulation on

F. as a function of the number of pitch

periods. A represents the overall effect of

place. B that of the pitch periods, and I

the interaction.

VL stop ASP stop VD stop BRE stop

F F p F pP P

PI 7700 *** 102 n.5. 33:3 *** 402 *

P2 13.7 *** 3.1 * 13.8 *** 9.4 ***

P3 17.1 *** 7.0 *1 10.4 **m 10.2 est

P4 2.7 I 8.7 **# 12.4 it: 8.4 *i*

P5 204 [1050 6'3 ** I206 *** 1208 ***

P6 009 n.s. 504 *‘ 1201 *** 1907 ***

P7 0.3 n.s. 5.6 ** 15.2 set 22.8 ***

P8 003 n.5. 501 ** 1304 *** 2907 ***

P9 002 “OS. 4.4 * 14.7 ‘** 26-9 ***

P10 0.1 n.s. 305 * 1603 *** 28-7 ***

P20 0e? has. 109 “050 309 "059 2.7 *

A 5.0 M 23.2 *H 27.5 In 44.1 In

B 89.4 *** 10.3 *t* 4.2 eat 9.4 it:

I 3.7 *** 0.2 n.s. 2.6 ** 1-5 n.s.

frequencies at the onset with an overlap

between both groups. The contour is falling

for all stops except /k/ which shows a

rising-falling pattern. Fig. 3 shows the

results for the ASP stops. All stops have

high F. values at vowel onset. F. increases

from pitch period P1 to P2. and decreases

continously from P2 to P20. Only /th/

differs significantly from the other stops.

VD stops show a different pattern (cf. Fig.

4 and Table 1) from either the VL or ASP

stops as F. is lower at the vowel onset.

where the [—ant] stops /d/ and /g/ have

higher and the E+ant] stops /d/ and /b/

lower F. frequencies. But only /b/ differs

Significantly from the other stops. _The

difference remains significant till .Pltch

Period P10. At P20 the difference fails to

reach significance. All stops except ld/

Show a slightly falling F. contour from P1

to P2/P3 and a slightly rising F. from P4

to P20. /d/ has a steeper fall from P1 to

P2 and a falling/level pattern towards the

end 0f the trajectory. In breathy voiced

Stops (cf. Fig. 5 and Table 1) the F. is

IDU at vowel onset and shows a rising

Pattern from P1 to P20. The differences at

the onset are small: E+ant] stops have

Slightly higher F. frequencies than [-ant]

stops. but they do not differ significantly

from each other. The differences between

the stops in pitch periods P4 to P20 are

caused by the significantly higher F.

values for the velar stop /gh/.

The influence of the vowel on the AE.

contour. The results for the VL stops are

shown in Fig. 6. the F-values and p-values

for all vowel conditions are given in Table
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' . - . . ' between place of arti—‘ /' less for the mld vowels, and . ('i) The F. is ris1ng after BRE TABLE 3. Interaction : _ _2. The F. at vowel onset is a function of fogllgst for /i u/. These results .thus and vowelh ohly a few exceptions which can culation. vowel. and stop. manner P dltESe
the tongue position Of the vowel: central EEeCt the well known effect 0f ”intrinsic gtognected due to the minimal differences rence between‘ P1 and PZfin1c Hé~ Plot; P2,and back vowels have higher F. frequencies pitch"- Fig. 7 displaYS the reSUItS for the bztween P1 and P2 in these examples. The values indica.e aFF. “fa P0
than fron} vgwels. The/ 5. égg$ectgrystggg results for /bh86 caenot be elgieeg; negative values a . rise.the vowe s 1 9P5: a . (iii) UL and s ops 5_ow _______________________________falling, the mid vowels /e 0( .a falling. ' tterns and large interactions between ------------ ASP BRE. and the high vowels A u/ a PISIng‘talllng ELLE: Effect of the VOW-l 3‘3 “mam” 0* 2318“ and vowe]. 1n labial position [+back] _____.__________\_)9______Yl_‘__________________

. 3 pasterg. The d}f{::ene:a?::egec is.agg?:ea the pitch per1ods- vowels cause a rising F. contourgrwhereas means 7.9 8.7 —14.8 _ 7.9an en POI“ ° . , . . ___-___———-—-——-—----"‘—"“""“‘_§E____ - tal position the same e ec _15 ___________________________________________function of tongue height. it is greatest V? stgp AEP stgp V2 sto: B F Stgp igusgznby VE+feontJ/vowe;:és §3 gomeéeggign labial /a/ 11.2 3?.3 ___ _12.2a. .4. ‘ H a - ‘ 5 op u . o . . __.. _ ,’ J fx Pic 6- VL stops II t 50 7 *t* 3.9 * :atteihf too. F. is falling 1“ the $3; - 3.2 -14.6 —" 6'9
i No- ' ‘- " ‘ h_‘ I” P1 9.8 *i* 72.3 ;:* 13:8 *** 9.4 it: retroflex position for both stop manners /i/ 1.8 2.8 ——- — 5.3‘ P2 71.3 it! 3 . ** 115 8 **, 18.9 iii with the exception of /i/ after UL stops. /u/ _ 4.2 -35.8 -—- —11.31

- - . p3 140.6 1*! 33.? :** 135'2 **, 34.0 *t* which cause a rising F.. The differences x 1_5 13.7 ___
- 6.11 25°— ""‘ ’“’ P4 130'7 “" 26' H, 157'3 H. 34.3 n. between both stop manners are greatest 1n ______, _____________________________________i . P5 112‘? :i: 32:; .ei 190:4 tit 32.8 *** 1 the velar position: F. rises after VL dental /a/ 13.8 49.0 - 5.0 0:5l ”"4 /W P6 14% 6 *#* 37.6 .,. 207.6 it# 34.2 *** 1 stops, whereas ‘after _VD a rise can be /e/ - 0.5 ‘1401 """" _;g 3l “0‘ P7 13 ' e 41 7 *t# 219.3 *** 40.0 *it observed only with E+h19h3 VOUG‘S' /0/ 11.4 9-3 "27°3 '‘ ' ' "° 533 i333 11* 4833 235.. 42.. i W ' i3 "13': “5513 12':: E . . . *** 40.0 to! / / . _ . _ . ,' . “°‘ gig 12?'} 1:: 33‘8 ii: 23%.3 t** 14.8 *t* , GENERAL DISCUSSION 3 6.6 7.7 -19.3 —io.i2 _ . ' ' 61.6 ##¥ l ____ _ —— —————————————— g—z’ A 252.2 *** 82.0 *** 355.5 *** . 51.7 _ 0.8 _ J~4

” ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' "¢71 87'0 ‘** 8.0 *** 2.3 *t: ITZgnf:f I Concerning the stop manners of articulation retro £2; 4%.; 46.8 - 9.4 1.71 3 5 7 9 20 pHdvTrmds I 5.2 itt 6.0 iii 0 a in general OUr results verify those found /0/ 8.4 36.7 -23 g -13.?H a _—
.

_, ’ U eda, as the differences remain - 25,2 - 9.2 24. .t q‘7: ASP stops - between the l‘ gigkfgigggt $0? about 90 ms. and they are fit}; ———— —--- ---- " 6'7”Cl ”—' /” ASP istotsp Iiietdéiie2§2§iir in ASP stops l in good agreement with those tougd1$¥ Ohdgt x 20.8 30.8 -1o.o - 4.1' A VOUB S a ' ' ' VD StOPS cause a a IDQ a __________________________________________VL ones. F. is obv1ously VL, ASP and ‘ . - _ .“o_ ”"4 m/ §:?:§;§:e§°byth§he tongue posi§ionlofd t:: ‘ efteDLvoeeln ggeetAslhtE; 0?:gtoigr2§?h§: velar fie; 13.3 :gg'? _3%:3 -12.:' tral and back vowe 5 ea 'or a _ _ ~ ft ASP than e . - . -26 1 _ 5.0
_ ' *“ /“ vowel. cen t wels. All is on the other hand higher a er_ . [0/ 1.1 31.1 ,F. onset than do fron vo . ‘ 1 t on . ‘ _ . T34.2no— 5332?; differ significantly from each ‘ after VL. stops. Tt: péacgfisgi egtizgnai; a /1/ _ 2.3 _%%.2 _g§ ? - 4.2
~ ' other: /a/ shows e :early Levelngogtggq]ggg l :35?:;atigfizsnceTheesthp manners form two /:/ -1g:9 _17:4 _15'0 _ 3.0N ° the first two pi c perm 5- a . . 1 . d BRE Stops on ______________________________________f Kn— i contour from P2 to. P10’ whereas th7/mlg i ghgfghgntsisgsand(IOLAEEd 800 on the other """"

8 - ' vowels have a rising-falling and 1t s 'd tt rn differently with respect to ERENCES
f I rising—falling-rieine gatéegno 8in120d2t354 ‘ theea ogset and contour. whereas ASP egg REFI I V I I l I l l I II I c . 1 . ‘ n I ' . I .. ;

1 3 5 7 9 20 PMdveds Eingd bxoufhe°lgfigue position of tEe houghd i nthtgfily cezaeeiceiiigéze witg?npthetoBRE [13 21g°?e§hc;{0%$§§§2i tgéegggagfogertain_ _ _ *—* a F. ist lowest for mid. higher for 19 , / cats or ) the VL and VD stops reflect simi- 1. .6 93} features in stops produc-
uo. Fig.8. VD stops . h_ highest for _ low vowels. Butthonlyotfi:r l liarginteractions between place of articu- t?gh.gHaskins Lab. Status Rep. Speech

‘ m “Hers “gm“cant” from e ‘ ‘ h 1 This can be explalned p SR-31/32 pp.183-191 (Haskins
— "‘"J'M. ‘ “Nels' The "Nets dine“ “30' in ”5:22; I with: aggdérlyiggedifference in the laryn- [giggatorgeh fie” Haven 1972)

I “0‘ h". lu/ to the F' trajectory: /a/ shows a dsb a 1 geal behavior during the production of3 fall. /e o i/ a short fall followe . Y I th 5 t In VL as well as VD stops the a] L U A.' Segmental and supra-

‘ — ”HT /fl rising contour. whereas /U/ hgaEa rétégg I glgtti: 3:5 almost closed during the moment 5' 522$enéa] influences on fundamentalno- 3 pattgrn 9)thzaucigouEH-‘sét £2 low. The influ- of articulatory releese of ‘ttECAESEQTl frequencv contours; in Hyman; %%_70
' I Ml 25:; 3%. the vgwel is smallest but signi- whereas the glottis t: ogen gaset is less consonant_tyg::g:2m flgigerZity of

g ”0- ficant at vowel onset. Back vowels show a as ASP stops. Thus t e movements during h‘lnSUIS Ecl-fornia, Los Angeles 1973)(3 Slightly higher F. than non'baCk VOL-1815' t ?:tecteg bi. art}Cz;g 2:3 BRE stops, but is QUUthern a 1 p

h ;= ” For detailed discussion Cf. [4]. t‘culation l sugjzgg t: lggegter influences in VL and VB [3‘ Ohde. R.N.: Fundamental frequency as. . . . . . . .. . u . ‘ _ Interaction between place of ego: results stops. Some general differences between ou; an acoustic correlate of stop congg:1 3 s 7 9 20 Puchpuiws and vowel. In order to compar? have results and Ohde’s are obVious: (1) AS nant v01c1ng. J. acoust. Soc.Am. .
4 ._4 h/ with those from Ohde's stud1es we the stops cause a rising-falling pattern acrossv )24_230 (1984)Fig.9: BRE stops. calculated the F. difference betweeg 3); 1 all place and vowel'conditionsi This diffe- — .No- k_. u/ first and second pitch period (cf. Ta]~ F , rence is SYstematic without any exception. [41 achiefer.L.: F. in the ppoductn and

- - concerning the stop manners in genera ta 5. It can be assumed that the different . perception of breathy stops: eVidence
° fall was measured in Vl— and V0 599’ meth d 1' d in these studies may be from Hindi. Phonetica 43:43-69 (1986)m ° "M M “here“ ASP and BRE “”5 Sh?” a "”ifli respgnziglg tgr this effect. (ii) VL and VB

- . pattern. This can be explained by he ‘ sto s d not cause a falling F. pattern in [5] Umeda. N.: Influence 0f segmental_”a. m/ different timing and width pattern of(:f. a11pplage or vowel conditi0n5~ The pattern factors on fundamental frequency In
um— glottis for these two groups of stops tion is a function of the place of articulét}on fluent speech. J.acoust.Soc.Am. 70:_ ~_a ml [1]). The effect of place of articul? V , and the tongue heiqht and tongue position 350_355 (1981)

s we in general shows a falling pattern ;:/). 1 0f the vowel. (iii5 Concerning the inter-
~ - and VL stops (with the exception of p and action between place of articulation and2 ~ and again a rising pattern for the A5 tion ; vowel we found, in contrast to Ohde. a” ” BRE stops. Concerning the inter?C an simi]iap pattern for the VD.and VL stops.' ' ' ' ' " ' ‘ ' ” ' between place of articulation. vowe ultS This interaction is comparable to that Gt1 3 5 7 9 20 pitchperiods stops manner of articulation the restops Ohde only in respect to the VD category.

9 F l as a function of ggflsgeasuniifigmasptotlwga (thefigp is “0' . : a va ues . . .
Eitcfi Egriod and the vowel interaction between place of articulatlon
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